In this age of high speed. electronic cormnunicaUon technologies, Extension bulletins and fact sheets are often regarded as less important or desirable than the new high-tech delivery systems. Yet studies of audiences, ranging from groups like farmers to the general public. find that publications are generaUy the most frequently mentioned source of Extension information. In fact. some studies report that publications are the preferred source of educational information from Cooperative Extension (Yarbrough. 1987 ).
Extension's stated mission of providing research-based information to the public can be Improved by better understanding of how the public perceives. uses, and receives educational publications. The uses of publications, their distribution, and the attitudes of the audience toward particular publications are to some extent the product of the countyagent'sattltudes toward publications from Cooperative Extension.
If agents are negative toward a publication they are likely to limit Its distribution or not use it at all. Even ifagents distribute publications that they don't like. their negative attitudes may be picked up by the end user.
The study reported in this paper examines these important perceptions and attitudes of county agents toward Cooperative Extension publications and publication support. The objective of this paper Is to provide an oveIView of agent attitudes toward the publications available from Cooperative Extension.
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